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Lily Lemon Blossom has a day of fun planned for her best friend Emmy. Join in the fun as Lily and

Emmy share a whimsical day, filled with giggles and laughs, endless creativity, and tons of

imagination.
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We bought our first Lily Lemon Blossom book after I attempted to read the original version of

Cinderella - from Kindle collections - and found the language to be way too arcane and antiquated

for even adults to understand. I was constantly having to look up the meanings of words.After

hunting around for /s recommendations, we came across this one. Perfect for bedtime reading on a

tablet. Each page is nicely drawn and colored, and the text is just enough for 3 year old's to grasp

to. I've been reading the collection of Lily Lemon Blossom books - we bought 4 so far - every night

since we bought these a few months back. The kids have them all almost complete memorized,

along with comments along the way that they love to make, and yet they love reading them every

night.



A cute story with adorable illustrations, my three year old daughter asks for it in the evenings,

pretending that her is the one that is coming to visit.

M daughter LOVES this series of books. She asks me to read her at least one book every night.

This one just happens to be her favorite. I must admit that I like them too. The illustrations are cute,

and the words rhyme so that helps keep her attention. We will eventually buy this whole series. I

recommend this series to anyone who has little girls.

What little girl could possibly turn down the perfect play day with a best friend,? Lily Lemon.Blossom

plans and carries out this day from start to finish, with great care and creativity. As with her other

adventures, the colourful illustrations lend themselves to further observations and complete the tale.

I love this story and so id my daughter, it's her go to story at the moment. Ever since she got this

eBook, she always asks me to read this book to her before she goes to sleep. She loves the

character and the illustation she is quite fond of it. The author and the illustrator did a great job. I

highly recommend this product for mommies out there

This is one of the books my six year old daughter picked after she read "Welcome to Lily's Room".

She has read 3 of the books now, and loves them all equally. She's begging for the rest! These

books can be read in any order, increased her interest in e-books, and her confidence is reading. I

highly recommend all of the Lily Lemon Blossom books.

My 3 yr old loves the Lily Lemon Blossom books. She has two and loves them equally. She plays all

the things Lily plays, dress up, pretend being a teacher, dances. These are great little books I would

recommend to anyone with a daughter in the 3-6 yr age range.

The two Lily Lemon books we have are both good. My three-year-old daughter likes them and still

asks to read them once in a while. The illustrations are beautiful. My only issue with them (reason

they are lacking 1 star) is that the verses are written to rhyme but the rhyming words are not placed

in a way that you realize that is the emphasis word. I always have to back track and re-read the

lines so that the rhyme comes out right. Seems like a waste of rhymes to me, why not either adjust

the word wrap on the verses, or just write stories with no rhymes? The pictures themselves are

worth it.
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